New Enhancements to the Session Laws Library

Thanks to feedback from a customer survey, we have enhanced our Session Laws Library by indexing all 50 states to the chapter or act level from 2000 to date. In 2017, we announced an amended tactic: states would be indexed back to inception one at a time, beginning with the most accessed states.

The following states have been indexed back to inception thus far:

- Arkansas (1818-)
- California (1849-)
- Colorado (1859-)
- Connecticut (1672-)
- Delaware (1700-)
- Florida (1822-)
- Georgia (1735-)
- Illinois (1809-)
- Indiana (1801-)
- Kentucky (1792-)
- Louisiana (1804-)
- Maryland (1692-)
- Massachusetts (1661-)
- Michigan (1806-)
- Minnesota (1850-)
- Mississippi (1799-)
- New Hampshire (1696-)
- New York (1691-)
- North Carolina (1715-)
- Ohio (1788-)
- Oklahoma (1890-)
- Oregon (1841-)
- Pennsylvania (1700-)
- Rhode Island (1636-)
- South Carolina (1694-)
- Tennessee (1792-)
- Texas (1836-)
- Vermont (1778-)
- Virginia (1661-)
- Washington (1854-)
- West Virginia (1861-)

Next up is Wisconsin
Session Laws Quick Locator

To quickly retrieve a chapter, act, or page, use the Session Laws Quick Locator tool that can be found either on the Session Laws Library homepage or within a particular state. Simply select the state and plug in the year and chapter/act information to retrieve the document. This tool will take users to the exact page where the chapter begins.
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State Statutes: A Historical Archive

*Please note HeinOnline's State Statutes coverage does not include current statutes.*

HeinOnline's Session Laws Library includes access to nearly 19,000 volumes and more than 13 million pages of historical superseded state statutes. Offering a valuable source of information for researchers and scholars, this database provides an avenue to understand the creation of historical statutes. Each state has been verified using Pimsleur's Checklist of Basic American Legal Publications. Coverage dates back to 1717.

For more information about this database, including pricing, please contact your sales representative, or contact our Marketing department at marketing@wshein.com or 800-828-7571.